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Abstract—The rapid growing number of marketing campaigns
demands an efficient learning model to identify prospective
customers to target. Transfer learning is widely considered as
a major way to improve the learning performance by using the
generated knowledge from previous learning tasks. Most recent
studies focused on transferring knowledge from source domains
to target domains which may result in knowledge missing. To
avoid this, we proposed a multiple source based transfer learning
framework to do it reversely. The data in target domains is
transferred into source domains by normalizing them into the
same distributions and then improving the learning task in
target domains by its generated knowledge in source domains.
The proposed method is general and can deal with supervised
and unsupervised inductive and transductive learning simulta-
neously with a compatibility to work with different machine
learning models. The experiments on real-world campaign data
demonstrate that the proposed method outperform state-of-the-
art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, as business competition has been increasingly
fierce, marketing campaigns especially online ones, are deliv-
ered more frequently than ever before [1]. As a result, how
to efficiently and accurately identify prospective customers
who are most likely to respond for the first time in the near
future (like one month) after receiving a campaign has become
one of the top priority questions in marketing strategy [2].
After all, it is annoying and expensive to spam emails to
everyone.
The early work of identifying prospective customers are
based on customer segmentation which is heavily relied on
traditional data mining and machine learning algorithms in-
cluding rule-based methods [3, 4, 5], tree models [6, 7, 8],
linear and non-linear regression methods with various kernel
functions [9, 10, 11]. However, nearly all of these methods
share the same assumption that data distribution maintains the
same. In fact, as time goes, the profiles and behavior patterns
of customers are very likely to change which could result in
the change of data distribution. This means that trained models
are obsolete and cannot perform well on new data because it
has a different data distribution with the training data.
On the other hand, it is impractical to train a model for
each campaign. Firstly, recollecting training data, rebuilding
models and refine-tuning parameters are time-consuming and
costly. Meanwhile, the life-cycle of marketing campaigns is
generally short. Over 80% of marketing campaigns are ran less
than three months [12]. This makes training a model for each
campaign even harder to achieve. Secondly, labeled training
samples are often few and sometimes there is even no labeled
data, e.g. a new campaign. Without sufficient labeled data,
training an accurate model is not possible.
Recently, transfer learning [13] is proposed to deal with the
above two issues. This method aims to extract the knowledge
of previously trained models from source domains and use
it to facilitate the training procedure of the learning tasks
in target domains where there may be limited labeled data.
Till now, transfer learning has been widely applied in image
recognition [14, 15, 16], natural language process [17, 18, 19]
and robotics [20], and achieved a big success. Yet, the appli-
cations in marketing campaign analysis are not many. The
initial work in this field focused on transferring important
samples into a untrained dataset. These selected samples from
source domains follow the same distribution with untrained
dataset in target domains so as to increase the number of
labeled samples. Bickel et al. [21] formalized the problem of
identifying prospective customers of advertising into a transfer
learning problem. This study proposed a transfer learning
model to identify customers’ sociodemographic features such
as gender, age and marital status based on their surfing
history and delivering advertisements to users based on their
identified sociodemographic features. Their transfer learning
procedure focused on resampling data that follows the similar
distribution of a given target data. Other methods based
on transferring important samples includes active learning
based resampling [22], heuristic methods [23] and boosting
methods [24]. However, transferring instances from source
domains to target domains is inefficient as it is costly to select
many and few samples contribute little to improve the learning
performance in target domains. Meanwhile these methods can
only be applied on the scenario that the learning tasks of
source domains and target domains are the same. Otherwise,
the labels of selected samples are not valid in target domains.
However, in real world, marketing campaigns are very likely
to have different purposes. Then another online advertising
study [25] considered to use models of source domains to
generate new features of data in target domain. This practice
can accelerate the training process but fail to deal with the
issue of lacking sufficient labeled data and the effectiveness
of this transfer heavily depended on the selection of hype-
parameters.
To deal with above issues, we proposed a Multiple Source
based Transfer Learning Framework for Marketing Cam-
paigns (MS-TLMC) method which can extract knowledge of
both data and models from multiple source domains and use it
to improve the learning performance in a given target domain.
The proposed method has a concise, scalable framework
to explicitly control the transferring process and also gives
solutions for common issues in campaign data, including
imbalance labels and outliers. The main contributions can be
summarized as
• The proposed method can work on extract knowledge of
multiple source domains simultaneously;
• Instead of selecting important samples that have a similar
distribution of the data in a target domain, the proposed
method can normalize data of source and target domains
to have the same distribution;
• This method is able to deal with supervised and unsuper-
vised inductive and transductive learning tasks in target
domains;
• The proposed method is compatible with different tradi-
tional classification methods;
• It can deal with issues of imbalance and outliers which
are common in campaign data;
• A novel cross validation framework is proposed to eval-
uate the performance of transfer learning methods.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed MS-TLMC
method, we firstly compare it with the scalable transfer
learning framework [25] on a series of campaign data and
further test its compatibility with different classification mod-
els including Logistic Regression [10], Support Vector Ma-
chines [11] and XGBoost [26] followed by an efficiency
evaluation.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The research of transfer learning can be traced back to
1990s. The earliest work to know is the discriminability-
based transfer (DBT) method proposed by Lorien Pratt [27]
in 1993. The later “Learning to Learn” workshop about
lifelong machine-learning in NIPS Conference [28] argued that
retaining and reusing previously learned knowledge in new
learning tasks was a key to improve the learning performance
as learning tasks became increasingly more complex. This
workshop triggered a wide discussion about transfer learning
which has been a major research topic appearing in top
machine learning conferences and journals [29].
Till now, most research and successful applications of trans-
fer learning are concentrated in computer vision and natural
language processing [30, 31, 32] by combined convolutional
neural networks, recurrent neural networks and deep neural
networks. For example, in computer vision, Oquab et al. [33]
showed that image representations learned by convolutional
neural networks on a large-scale annotated datasets can be
efficiently transferred to other visual recognition tasks with
limited amount of training data. Based on this, Shin et al. [16]
successfully transfered the learned neural network of Im-
ageNet1 into a Computer-Aided system to detect thoraco-
abdominal lymph node and interstitial lung disease from axial
CT slides. Zoph et al. [34] considered to learn small common
block functions which can be used in different convolution
neural networks to recognize images. For natural language pro-
cessing, Huang et al. [35] proposed a cross-language knowl-
edge by building a shared-hidden-layer multi-lingual deep
neural network. The research by Hill et al. [36] demonstrated
that transferring unsupervised [37] or supervised [36] word
meaning learned from context are possible by sharing word
embeddings learned by neural machine translation models
trained by bilingual texts. Comprehensive surveys of transfer
learning in computer vision and natural language processing
can be found in [13, 29, 38]. The above research of transfer
learning mainly focused on transferring model components
such as model inputs (feature space), small functional blocks,
or model parameters because training and fine-tune a deep
neural network model is challenging. However, deep neural
networks are rarely applied on regular datasets. One of the
main reasons is that features of images and texts have strong
local correlations while the features of regular datasets are
often independent. This makes the performance of deep neural
networks on regular datasets not satisfied. Thus, proposing an
efficient and effective transfer learning framework on regular
datasets such as campaign data, has been increasingly urgent
because of a massive input data and a growing demand on
marketing campaign delivery.
Currently, the research of transfer learning on regular
datasets mainly focused on short life-cycle learning tasks such
as real-time learning and online learning [39] which allow a
very limited time to train a model. The initial research focused
on transferring instances or instance feature space to target
domains to increase the number of training samples. Wang and
Pineau [24] selected samples that have the similar distributions
with samples in target domain. Zhao et al. [22] proposed to
adjust the weights of selected samples from source domains by
boosting. Later, the research focus of transfer learning moves
to knowledge transfer (learned models). Perlich et al. [25]
proposed an optimization method based on minimizing loss
functions and adding regularizations. Long et al. [40] added
kernel functions in objective functions. These methods can
accelerate the learning process and have objective functions
converged quickly in target domains but the learning perfor-
mance is still heavily relied on a large labeled training dataset.
Indeed, proposing a general framework of transfer learning
is challenging as it needs to deal with multiple types of
learning questions. According to the difference of source and
target domains, transfer learning tasks can be categorized
into inductive and transductive learning and according to the
availability of class labels in target domains, these learning
tasks can be supervised and unsupervised. Most previous
research focused on solving one or several questions rather
than build a general, scalable framework to address all of them
1http://www.image-net.org/
systematically. Real-world applications often need to deal with
all these questions simultaneously. Thus, this paper proposes
a general, multiple-source based transfer learning framework
that can deal with all above mentioned problems. It focuses
on making a full use of generated knowledge of both data and
models in multiple source domains to improve the learning
performance in target domains and it is also compatible with
different learning methods.
III. PRELIMINARIES
This section defines notions and terms used in this paper
followed by a formal definition of the transfer learning prob-
lem in the context of marketing campaign analysis.
A. Multiple Source based Transfer Learning
Transfer learning is proposed to improve the learning per-
formance in a target domain based on the learned knowledge
from multiple source domains. Specifically, a domain (D) here
generally has a feature space X where instances (xi ∈ X)
follow a distribution P . In this domain, a learning task T
is considered to include a class label Y and a mapping
function f parameterized by θ which is learned to represent
the relationship between instances X and their corresponding
class labels Y . Transfer learning aims to improve the learning
efficiency and effectiveness of the mapping function fT in DT
based on the knowledge (fS) learned from n source do-
mains (DS1 , . . . ,DSn ) where DSi 6= DT andor TSi 6= TT [29].
For the transfer of knowledge to be effective, the learning
function fSi and fT should be correlated. According to the dif-
ference of source and target domains and their learning tasks,
transfer learning can be roughly categorized into inductive
transfer learning [18] and transductive transfer learning [40].
B. Multiple Source based Inductive Transfer Learning
Consider n source domains, marked as DS1 , . . . ,DSn with
their corresponding learning tasks TS1 , . . . , TSn , for a given
target domain DT and its learning task TT , multiple source
based inductive transfer learning is proposed to improve the
learning performance of fT in DT based on the learned knowl-
edge from fS1 , . . . , fSn where not all source learning tasks are
the same with the target learning task (∃Si : TSi 6= TT ).
C. Multiple Source based Transductive Transfer Learning
Consider n source domains, marked as DS1 , . . . ,DSn with
their corresponding learning tasks TS1 , . . . , TSn , for a given
target domain DT and its learning task TT , multiple source
based inductive transfer learning is proposed to improve the
learning performance of fT in DT based on the learned
knowledge from fS1 , . . . , fSn where not all source domains
are the same with the target domain (∃Si : DSi 6= DT ) but
their learning tasks are the same (∀Si : TSi = TT ).
D. Multiple Source based Transfer Learning for Marketing
Campaigns
Marketing campaign analysis is naturally suitable for mul-
tiple source based transfer learning. Specifically, a marketing
campaign (C) can be considered as one domain (D) with
Fig. 1. Three Types of Transfer Learning Questions in Marketing Campaign
Analysis.
an attached learning task (T ). Most marketing campaigns
share the correlated objectives such as customer acquisition,
customer retention and product promotion which is the prereq-
uisite for effective knowledge transfer from learned domains
to unknown ones. However, applying transfer learning is
challenging. As illustrated in Fig. 1, there is a marketing cam-
paign pool containing a group of previous learned campaigns
including either online or offline ones. For Type I transfer, as
time goes, same campaigns are conducted repeatedly. But the
previous domains (DT 6= DSi and TT = TSi ) may change,
e.g. data distribution due to new imported data including new
transactions, changes of customer profiles and products. Even
in the same time slot (Type II transfer), models are required
to learn for new campaigns (DT = DSi and TT 6= TSi ).
Type III transfer refers to transferring old domains and learned
campaigns to new domains and unknown campaigns. In fact,
Type II transferring tasks are few, as the domains are very
likely to change because even though they are from the same
data sources, different data sampling techniques and filters are
very likely to break original data distribution. It can be seen
that Type I transfer is transductive learning while the other two
are inductive learning. Meanwhile according to the availability
of class label YT in DT , the transfer learning process can be
supervised or unsupervised. In this paper, we aim to propose
a general multiple source based transfer learning framework
to solve these problems.
IV. A MULTIPLE SOURCE BASED TRANSFER LEARNING
FRAMEWORK FOR MARKETING CAMPAIGNS
The proposed multiple source based transfer learning frame-
work for marketing campaigns (MS-TLMC) method is a
general transfer learning framework for modeling marketing
campaigns which mainly consists of three stages including
domain transfer, task transfer and a final optimization stage.
A. Campaign Model
Before describing the proposed MS-TLMC method, we
firstly model marking campaigns in the context of transfer
learning. Consider a marketing campaign (C = (D, T )) where
instances X in the feature space X follow a distribution P .
The corresponding class label is marked as Y and the mapping
Fig. 2. This figure illustrated the working process of the proposed Multiple Source based Transfer Learning Framework. Unlike the traditional transfer learning
method of acquiring knowledge from source domain and applying in a target domain, our method achieved it reversely by mapping target data into source
domains.
relation between X and Y can be achieved by a learning func-
tion f parameterized by θ. The objective learning function (Ψ)
of this campaign is defined as
ΨC = L (f(X; θ), Y )W (Y ) + ε(θ) (1)
where L is the loss function between prediction (f(X; θ)) and
actual value (Y ) and W is the weight function to deal with
imbalance of class labels because the campaign data is often
very imbalanced with a very low response rate. The term ε
is the penalty of the model (θ) to avoid over-fitting. In this
paper, the loss function (L) of campaign models is Huber loss
function [41] which is able to limit the disturbance of outliers




2 (f(X; θ)− Y )
2 |f(X; θ)− Y | ≤ δ
δ(|f(X; θ)− Y | − 12δ) otherwise
(2)






where |Yci | is the number of instances with class la-
bel ci. The proposed multiple source based transfer learning
framework uses the knowledge learned from previous cam-
paigns (fS1 , . . . , fSn) in the learning process (fT ) of target
domains.
B. Domain Transfer
The first step of the proposed multiple-source transfer
learning is to map target domains into source domains if they
are different (DT 6= DSi) which refers to either different
feature space X (X ∈ X ) or different distribution P . The
major difference between DT and DSi lies in data distribution
because most marketing campaign systems generally capture
customer and product data with the same features. In our
previous research, we built a distribution-based normaliza-
tion (DBNorm) method [43] which are developed as a R
package [44] and can be accessed via GitHub2. DBNorm
2https://github.com/mengqinxue/DBNorm
enables to normalize PT into the same distribution with PSi .
Specifically, DBNorm can adjust values from one scale to the
other and keep the order of the original values unchanged
which means that after normalization, minimum, maximum
and median should be the same. Here assume that PT and PSi
are different, their probability density functions are marked as
dT and dSi respectively. Given an element m1 ∈ XT , the
probability of m1 is PT (m1).




To maintain the order of data in XT unchanged after
normalizing to XSi , we need to find an element in XSi
which satisfies the probability of m1 in XT being equal to
the probability of m′1 in XSi . This can be expressed in the
following equation where the probability of m1 under the
probability density function dT is the same with the probability
of m′1 under the probability density function dSi .









It can be found that after domain transfer, transductive
transfer learning problems are cast into inductive transfer
learning ones if their learning tasks are different or normal
learning problems if their learning tasks are the same as they
share the same domains (DT = DSi).
C. Task Transfer
The performance of knowledge transfer lies in the similar
of learning task. In this paper, the similarity of learning
functions are quantitatively measured by a modified cosine
similarity [45] of class labels. Here the similarity of the
learning task TT in target domain (DT ) and the learning
task TSi of ith source domain (DSi) are measured via the
similarity of YT and Y ′Si which is defined as
d′Si(TT , TSi) = max(0, sim(YT , Y
′
Si))




YT · fSi(XT ; θSi)
||YT || ||fSi(XT ; θSi)||
) (6)








where Y ′Si is the learning results generated by learning
function fSi from source domain DSi on target domain
instances X . The reason of introducing a threshold func-
tion (max) is that the value range of cosine is from −1 to
1 where negative values mean that vectors are negatively cor-
related while positive values mean they are positive correlated.
Then the threshold function let the proposed multiple source
based transfer learning model can only consider those learning
tasks of source domains that positively correlated to TT .
D. The Learning Framework of MS-TLMC
After transferring a given target domain DT and its learning
task TT into n source domains (DS1 , . . . ,DSn) and their
corresponding learning tasks (TS1 , . . . , TSn), it is possible to
apply learned knowledge to facilitate the learning process of
the target learning task. Then objective function (∆) of the
target learning task is
∆ =












where vSi = fSi(NSi(XT ); θSi). The symbol lT is the number
of labeled samples and |XT | is the number of all samples
in the target domain while lSi is the number of labeled
samples and |XSi | is the number of all samples in the ith
source domain. Function f ′T is a model learned from the target
domain instances XT and new features generated by source
domains and dSi is the similarity between the learning task
of target domain and the learning task of ith source domain.
Function NSi(XT ) is a normalization process to normalize
target instances XT into ith source domains so as to let
them have the same distribution and fSi is the learned model
in ith source domain. It can be found that fT have two parts,
one is from target domain and the other one is from source
domains. The contributions of the models learned from the
target domain and source domains are determined by the ratio
of the number of labeled samples to the number of all samples
and the weights of source domains are determined by the
similarity of learning tasks in source domains and it of the
target domain. This practice is able to make a full use of
the data from the target domain and knowledge from source
domains. Another advantage is that it can make the proposed
MS-TLMC general to deal with supervised and unsupervised
learning tasks. Specifically, if there are labeled samples in
the target domain, the model result is determined by both
data in target domain and learned knowledge from source
domains; and if there is no labeled data in the target domain,
lT = 0, the model result is determined by source domains
which is unsupervised. In this method, f ′T can be learned by
the following objective function






where L is the loss function, XT represents instances with a
class label YT , dSivSi is the new feature generated by the ith
source domain, the learning model is fT parameterized by θT
and W is the function to deal with the imbalance issue of the
class label. The term ||θ2|| is L2-regularization of fT and λ
is a hyper-parameter to adjust the weight of regularization.
E. Evaluation
Inspired by Leave-One-Out-Cross-Validation [39], this
paper also proposed a similar cross-validation method,
named Leave-One-Domain-Out-Cross-Validation (LODOCV),
to evaluate the performance of transfer learning method.
Specifically, assume that there are m domains, this evaluation
method iteratively selects one of the domains as the target
domain and considers the other m − 1 domains as source
domains to evaluate the performance of the proposed MS-
TLMC on the chosen target domain based on the other source
domains until all domains are selected. Then the performance
of the transfer learning method is measured by the averaged
result of all iterations.
V. DATASETS
The experimental dataset is provided by Commonwealth
Bank of Australia3 who has over 11 million customers. In
this paper, we randomly selected ten marketing campaigns
from 2015 to 2017 and 57 features of customers are collected
covering their demographics, financial status, income & em-
ployment, products & super contributions and engagement. For
each marketing campaign, the snapshot data of customers are
captured before it delivered and different marketing campaigns
share the same feature space.
VI. EXPERIMENT
The experiment firstly compares the performance of the
proposed Multiple Source based Transfer Learning for Mar-
keting Campaigns (MS-TLCM) method against one state-of-
the-art transfer learning method (the Scalable Transfer Learn-
ing, STL). Then we evaluate its compatibility with Logistic
Regression (LR), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and XG-
Boost. Meanwhile, in order to demonstrate the capability of
the proposed method in dealing with small training dataset,
the above experiments are ran with different proportions of
training data. The last part investigates the model efficiency
with different number of source domains and training samples.
A. Comparison Experiment
This section compares the performance of our proposed MS-
TLCM method to STL on the collected campaign data. Here
we do Leave-One-Domain-Out-Cross-Validation (LODOCV)
3https://www.commbank.com.au/
Fig. 3. Averaged AUC Results by STL and MS-TLMC in terms of different
proportions of training data.
TABLE I
THE AVERAGED AUC RESULTS BY LODOCV
Method 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
STL 0.175 0.216 0.274 0.321 0.603 0.754
MS-TLMC 0.317 0.496 0.691 0.774 0.807 0.811
to iteratively choose one campaign as a target domain and take
the rest of them as source domains. Because the class labels of
the campaign data is very imbalanced with a low response rate
ranging from 0.2% to 7%, the binary classification result of the
learning task in a chosen target domain are evaluated by Area
Under the Curve (AUC) [46] regarding to the minor class. In
this experiment, we use different proportions (0%, 20%, 40%,
60%, 80% and 100%) of training data to train models. If the
proportion of training data is 0%, it means that all samples are
unlabeled and the learning task is unsupervised; otherwise,
there are labeled data and learning task is supervised. This
setting allows us to test the model performance on different
types of learning tasks. The averaged AUC results of these
two transfer learning methods by LODOCV are listed in
Tab. I and Fig. 3. It can be found that the proposed MS-
TLCM method outperforms STL in terms of the averaged
AUC values on the minor class and the advantage of MS-
TLMC is more distinguished when training data is small. In
unsupervised learning where the proportion of training data is
0, both methods achieves the lowest averaged AUC values at
0.317 and 0.175 for MS-TLMC and STL respectively and the
their performance gets better as the proportions of training data
increase. For 20%, the averaged AUC values of MS-TLMC
and STL are 0.469 and 0.216 and the gap between them grows
until the proportion of training data is 60%. This demonstrated
that compared to STL, the proposed MS-TLMC method can
achieve a better learning result when training data is small
which can dramatically increase the efficiency of training a
model and decrease the workload of labeling training samples.
Fig. 4. Averaged AUC Results by STL and MS-TLMC in terms of different
proportions of training data.
This also means that the proposed MS-TLMC method has a
potential to facilitate the sample labeling work. After 60%, the
gap between them decreases gradually and their performance
are close.
B. Compatibility Experiment
Then we further evaluate the compatibility of the proposed
transfer learning method with other machine learning meth-
ods including Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM) with Gaussian Kernel function and XGBoost.
Specifically, we replace learning function f ′T in Equ. 8 and
change the loss functions in Equ. 9 correspondingly. For a
selected learning method, its performance is evaluated by
the averaged AUC of all domains and for each domain, its
performance is evaluated by ten-fold-cross-validation while
the performance of the corresponding customized MS-TLMC
method is evaluated by LODOCV. Then the comparable results
of these three machine learning methods are listed in Tab. II.
It can be found that the customized MS-TLMC methods
generally outperformed their corresponding machine learning
methods and the huge gap of AUC values stays at around 40%
to 60% which demonstrates that the proposed transfer learning
method can efficiently train a model with a small training data.
The performance of both LR and SVM is worse as they are
weak to deal with imbalanced data while their customized
MS-TLMC methods worked much better as there is weighting
function to balance class labels. XGBoost achieves similar
performance with its customized MS-TLMC method when
training data is large. This shows that the proposed transfer
learning method can achieve similar learning performance
with training a new model. Another interesting finding from
this table is that the proposed MS-TLMC works stable with
different machine learning methods because it is constructed
as an ensemble classification framework.
TABLE II
AUC RESULTS OF THE COMPATIBILITY EXPERIMENT
Method 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
LR 0.114 0.208 0.247 0.477 0.513
MS-TLMC (LR) 0.378 0.548 0.716 0.721 0.733
SVM 0.130 0.199 0.26 0.479 0.493
MS-TLMC (SVM) 0.447 0.653 0.715 0.733 0.777
XGBoost 0.197 0.264 0.274 0.572 0.748
MS-TLMC (XGBoost) 0.459 0.658 0.744 0.751 0.759
C. Model Efficiency Test
Finally, we evaluate the efficiency of the proposed transfer
learning methods in terms of using different number of source
domains and training samples. Specifically, its efficiency is
measured by the number of training epochs to converge and the
convergence threshold is chosen as 0.0001. Fig. 4 illustrates
that the proposed method run for more epochs to converge as
the number of domain sources and training samples increases.
We also find that with the same number of training samples,
increasing the number of source domains did not cost much
more epochs to converge.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a multiple source based transfer
learning framework which can use previous knowledge gen-
erated from source domains and apply it on target domains.
To fully utilize knowledge generated by source domains, the
proposed method considers the transfer of both instances and
models. In this way, the learning process in target domains is
very efficient and a small training set is sufficient to signifi-
cantly improve model performance. The experimental results
demonstrated that the proposed MS-TLMC outperformed the
scalable transfer learning framework on a set of campaign
data in supervised and unsupervised inductive and transductive
learning. The proposed transfer learning framework is also
flexible. It can be compatible with different machine learning
models including Logistic Regression, Support Vector Ma-
chines and XGBoost. In the future, we plan to further explore
its usage to other fields and test its performance on balanced
datasets. Another potential research direction is to extend it to
deal with regression problems.
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